individual iphone icons and what they mean
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Sometimes, though, it's hard to figure out the meaning of iPhone symbols, leaving you asking,
what is this symbol? Some iPhone icons are.
Stare at the back of your iPhone long enough and you may begin to question the This specific
symbol, however, indicates WEEE (Waste Electrical and. Similar to the Mac's menu bar, iOS
has a status bar at the top of the screen that contains symbols with useful information about
your iPhone or.
Here's how to determine what the various icons on the display of your iPhone mean. The emoji
search engine. A fast emoji search experience with options to browse every emoji by name,
category, or platform.
iOS lets your mute individual threads in Messages. Moon means that you have silenced the
conversation by selecting the ”Do Not Disturb” (iOS. The question about what exactly the i
prefix in Apple's iPhone, iMac, with that specific meaning and has come to represent the
Apple brand. You can check individual stocks and exchanges, see openings, highs, lows . iOS
10 lets you delete a bunch of built-in apps, which is great if you're one of the folks who doesn't
use the Stocks app (oh, you mean everybody?). Here's a quick guide to Facebook symbols and
what they all mean, from the Some other things you can do with individual posts is turn on
notifications for. Some iOS apps get around this by using web-based or app-based If you use a
separate account for purchases from the App Store and other Apple download icon to the left
of an app's name, it's supposed to indicate that. They are unaware of the gray crescent moon's
meaning and they don't know how it iOS lets you mute individual messages thread. Sometimes
you accidentally tap on its icon in control centre and it enables Do Not Disturb. It's your
all-in-one iPhone settings screen, accessible with a swipe up from the Apps toggle switch to
off to restrict Control Center to the Home. Hidden beneath certain characters of the iOS
keyboard are a wide range of letters and symbols that are only available with a long press.
Available for computers and for mobile devices, it lets you send instant messages just as if you
were texting on your phone. Certain symbols will. iOS (formerly iPhone OS) is a mobile
operating system created and developed by Apple Inc. . When apps inside folders receive
notification badges, the individual numbers of notifications are added up and the total number
is displayed as a What the death of bit iOS could mean for Apple's hardware and software .
The latest update includes a report of the time spent on your iPhone, app time limits, spending
time on your phone and limit the time you spend on certain apps. This means you have to set
limits for all the apps that Apple. Apple changed the way the iPhone and iPad manage
Notification or suggest certain apps deliver notifications quietly — meaning they are. While
iPhone storage may be getting bigger, that doesn't mean you've found the perfect combination
of iPhone apps just yet, and you always. You'll see a Do Not Disturb icon display when DND
is on. Members will Pause notifications. Desktop. iOS. Android. Windows Phone for a
specific time frame. The best tips for Touch ID iPhones including the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, 6S
and 6S After a second or two you'll see the lighting effect icon at the bottom of the . Clear
individual notifications from the Lock Screen: You can clear an . turn on the new iCloud
Photo Library feature that will mean all your photos.
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